


Welcome to the Metal: Hellsinger modding guide! This guide will cover everything you need to 

know about getting started with creating custom music for Metal: Hellsinger. 
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MODDING PREREQUISITES

INSTALLING FMOD STUDIO

• Go to FMOD.com 

• Click “Sign in” then “Register” and follow the registration flow 

• Log in to FMOD.com 

• Press Download 

• Choose “FMOD Studio” 

• Choose “Older” and Select 2.00.08.  

• Download and install 

Note that later versions of FMOD Studio may be compatible with Metal: Hellsinger as long as

they include studio bugfixes and not new features not supported by the runtime. 

MODDING PACKAGE CONTENTS

FmodStudioProject

• The FMOD Studio Project files. Where you edit music and export banks.

ExportedBanks

• A folder with pre-exported sound banks for the example files along with the .json file that 

needs to be copied into the StreamingAssets directory in the game folder.

FMOD STUDIO TEMPLATE

The template, provided by The Outsiders, is the basis for all music modifications. Any exported 

music needs to use the provided template in order to work. Starting from a clean FMOD Studio 

project will not be compatible with Metal: Hellsinger.  

Let’s make some music mods! Here is what you need:

• A copy of Metal: Hellsinger on PC

• FMOD Studio 2.00.08 (available by creating an account at FMOD.com)

• The modding package

• Some music
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FMOD is a complex tool for audio production and sound design. This tutorial will not cover the 

basics of how FMOD works – for this we refer to the FMOD Documentation. Metal: Hellsinger 

runs on FMOD version 2.00.08 but uses only a subset of the features that FMOD provides. It may 

be possible to use complex effects and features to achieve new and unexpected results in Metal: 

Hellsinger – feel free to experiment! 

FMOD EVENTS

Each event in the provided template under the “Music” folder corresponds to one song. Each song 

is associated with a single sound bank (see below) in the shipped game for memory reasons. 

It may be possible to assign several music events (songs) to a single bank when modding (i.e., 

each bank containing several songs) but for this guide we will assume that music events and 

sound banks map 1 to 1. 

The output of a FMOD Studio export is a set of one or more sound banks. These banks, containing 

music, is what we need to copy to the Metal: Hellsinger game folder. 

FMOD SOUND BANKS
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–

#1 You need to use the FMOD Studio Template provided by The Outsiders.

Using a blank FMOD studio project won’t work. Sorry!

#2 FMOD Features are yours to explore but may have side effects.

Metal: Hellsinger uses effects and advanced FMOD features sparingly for performance reasons. 

Any FMOD features should theoretically work in Metal: Hellsinger, but there are no guarantees.
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#3 Songs need to be a fixed BPM.

There is currently no runtime beat detection in Metal: Hellsinger. This means that the tempo of 

the song needs to be constant throughout and cannot change. Music with tempo shifts or 

variable BPM (such as live recordings) may not work properly. 



NoTiersSimpleSong / NoTiersExampleSong 

This template illustrates the simplest setup for adding a custom song to Metal: Hellsinger. The 

template NoTiersSimpleSong contains an example song which you can replace with your own. Or 

mash up, whichever you like. 

What you will need: 

• FMOD Studio 2.00.08 (available at FMOD.com) 

• A copy of Metal: Hellsinger or the Metal: Hellsinger Demo available on Steam.

• A song that you want to add, preferably in .wav format. If you have a song in mp3 or similar 

format, you can use VLC (vldeolan.org) to convert it.

• Needs to be a fixed BPM, no tempo changes supported.

EVENT STRUCTURE

The event NoTiersSimplesong contains two tracks:

• The music track 

• The beat track 

The music track is where the music happens. The beat track is a separate track which only 

contains kick drumbeats in the same tempo as the song. This is what the player will hear when 

they perform actions on beat. 

Note that you don’t have to use kick drum sounds in your beat tracks – you can do whatever you 

want! Hi hats, oohs, claps. You can also mix different sounds, it’s up to you. 
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THE TEMPO MARKER

Every music event MUST contain a tempo marker at the very beginning. Without this tempo 

marker, things will not line up properly in the editor. In this example, the song is 130 BPM and 

hence we placed a 130BPM tempo marker on the far left. You should not need to add more tempo 

markers. 

Please note that different BPM in the same song, or any tempo changes, is currently not 

supported and will cause erratic behavior. 
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LOOP MARKERS & ACT TRANSITIONS 

In a bare bones setup, you don’t really need to add loops for acts. You could have the song you add 

play from start to finish (and then loop) – this is completely up to you.  

In this example however, we have added four loop markers which are spread out across the song. 

This means that sections of the song will loop until the player progresses until a certain point in 

the game, the music will then jump to the next loop region (act).  

You can try this out for yourself by playing the song in FMOD Studio and changing the 

[ActiveSongSegment]. Note that it is only possible to progress between acts in a linear fashion.  

Intro      Act1      Act2      Act3      End 

The only possible transitions are illustrated above. This means that it is not possible to jump from 

Intro directly to Act2, or to go backwards from e.g., Act3 to Act2. 
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In the image above, Intro, Act1 and Act2 are placed in blue (as loops).  Act1Marker and Act2Marker 

define where in the timeline to jump when we go to Act1 or Act2. 

In the image, these markers are placed right at the beginning of each act – note that they don´t 

have to. Yours could have Act1 jump into the middle of Act2 then loop around as below. It all 

depends on what you are trying to achieve. 
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LOOP MARKERS & ACT TRANSITIONS 



Once you are happy with the music setup, it’s time to export the sound bank – which becomes the 

file that Metal: Hellsinger will read. 
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CREATING A SOUNDBANK

Go to the Banks tab.

Select “New Bank” at the bottom. Enter a cool name for your sound bank. 



EXPORTING

Go back to the Banks tab, right click on your bank and select “Build”. A file called Yourbank.bank

will now be created in the output folder (which can be defined in FMod Studio settings) .

ASSIGNING A SONG EVENT TO A SOUND BANK

Right click your song event and select “Assign to bank” and select the bank you created. 
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Step1
Copy your .bank file into the [Metal Hellsinger Install folder] /Metal_Data/StreamingAssets folder.

Once you have a song exported from FMOD Studio you should have a .bank file in your FMod

Studio output folder. 

Step2
Copy the customsongs.json file from the template package into the same folder. 

Step3
Open the customsongs.json file in a text editor. This is where we tell the game which level to replace 
the music in. 
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Each level contains two possible overridable songs, the Main music and the Boss music (end of every 
level). 



OBTAINING GUIDs

There are a few non-obvious things we need to provide in order for custom content to work 

properly. One of them is GUIDs which the FMod runtime uses to find the music events located in 

our sound banks. To obtain the GUID of a certain event, simply right click the event in FMOD and 

select “copy GUID”. You can then CTRL + paste the GUID into the .json file using the text editor of 

choice. 

V a r i a b l e D e s c r i p t i o n

LevelName Name of the level to override music for. Options 
are Voke, Stygia, Incaustis, Yhelm, Gehenna, 
Nihil, Acheron, Sheol .

Bank The name of the -bank file (exclude the .bank 
file extension, e.g., if the file is called 
MyBank.bank, just enter MyBank).

Event GUID of the Song event (see below how to 
obtain).

LowHealthBeatEvent GUID of the event when player has low health 
(see below how to obtain).

BeatInputOffset Offset in MS (advanced topic).

BPM Tempo of the song .
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JSON PARAMETERS DESCRIPTIONS



–

TIERS

Tiers in Metal: Hellsinger can be thought of as increasing music intensity where Tier 1 is low 

intensity and Tier 5 is high intensity. In FMOD Studio, each Tier corresponds to a FMOD track. In 

the game, a tier maps to the multiplier – when the Fury multiplier increases from e.g., 4x to 8x, 

this also means that the game will blend from one tier (track), to another.  

The base game mostly uses 4 or 5 tiers, but it is up to you how many tiers, if any, you want. In 

FMOD, the player variable PlayerTier is used to blend between Tiers. PlayerTier spans from 0 to 

100.

The Fury multiplier travels through five tiers: 1x - 2x - 4x - 8x - 16x
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https://www.fmod.com/docs/2.00/studio/authoring-events.html


–

ACTS

In Metal: Hellsinger, we want the player to experience a song from start to finish when playing 

through a level. The issue however is that we as developers have no control over how much time a 

playthrough of a level will take – hence, we cannot write a song of perfect length. Acts solve this 

problem by splitting up songs into segments, for example: 
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By splitting a song into acts, we can loop the same act until the player has progressed to a certain 

point in a level. An act is usually long, sometimes over a minute, so looping an act will not feel 

repetitive.  

Once the player progresses to a certain point in a level, the game will tell FMOD to transition to the 

next act. The following flow occurs: 

1. Game tells FMOD to transition/jump to the next act.

2. We wait until the next even bar of music is played.

3. We play a short transition piece.

4. We begin laying the next act.

Transition pieces are optional – their purpose is to, wait for it, create a transition between two acts 

to make the music sound more seamless. It’s up to you how/if you use transitions – get creative! 

The TiersExampleSong example does not use transitions while the FullExampleSong does. 



–

There are a few values exposed in FMod Studio which the game changes when you play. These 

values, or variables, are visible in each FMOD Event and can be changed when playing your music 

in FMod Studio to simulate changes that can occur in game. 
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ActiveSongSegment

This variable controls when the song should move on from one Act to another. Why is the variable 

not called ActiveAct or ActiveActSegment? Don´t ask - this is gamedev.  

Note that changing this variable will only have an effect when you are transferring from one 

earlier act to another in a linear fashion, e.g. Act2 to Act3, Act3 to Act4. In the default setup it is not 

possible to jump from Act1 to e.g. Act3 (however you are free to experiment with the Act setup as 

you become more familiar with modding).



–

PlayerTier

PlayerTier is a number between 0 and 100. The game will increase this number when the player 

increases their multiplier. Conversely when the player multiplier drops, the number decreases.  

The variable is used to control the blending between tiers. Clicking the PlayerTier tab when you 

have a music event (e.g. TiersExampleSong) open will reveal the volume settings controller by 

PlayerTier. 

In the screenshot below we can (hopefully) see that when the PlayerTier variable is between  0 

and 14, Tier 1 is at maximum volume. As the value increases to 20, the volume follows a curve to 

decrease to minus infinity.  

At the same time, we can see that Tier 2 will increase in volume from roughly 14 to 20. Through 

this mechanic you are able to control the transition between tiers as you wish. You can omit curves 

completely and do hard transitions or map the variable to other things such as reverb effects. Go 

crazy! 
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–

BeatMatchSuccess

BeatMatchSuccess is a Boolean variable that is either 0 or 1. It controls whether the beat track 

(traditionally the kick drum) should play or not. This variable is connected directly to the volume 

of the track called Audio 1 in TiersExampleSong.   

When the player fails to perform an action on beat, this variable will be set to 0. If the player 

performs successful consecutive actions on beat, this variable will stay set to 1. 
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EveryOtherBeat

Ok this one is tricky to explain. EveryOtherBeat is used in conjunction with FireRate. If the 

FireRate is EveryOtherBeat, we want to play 2 kicks per bar. A regular bar of music would play 4 

kicks in one bar… 1, 2, 3, 4 – repeat.  

With some weapons we only want to play a kick drum on 1 and 3 or 2 and 4. Depending on when 

the weapon is fired, the game will tell FMod to start playing kicks on even or odd beats. Confused? 

This is the best I can do. 

FireRate

FireRate decides the kick drum should play every beat or every other beat. Some weapons can´t 

fire on every beat. 



–
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NoTiersSimpleSong / NoTiersExampleSong

The simplest example. Here we are essentially not 

using tiers, this is perfect if you want to try how the 

game feels with a new song. The song in this 

example is set to loop at certain points for each act 

(into, chorus, verse etc.). 

TiersExampleSong

This example is set up in the same way as all songs shipped with Metal: Hellsinger including tiers, 

acts and transitions.

Each music event in Metal: Hellsinger has an associated beat 

event or “beat track”. This is essentially a small 1-bar loop 

containing a kick drum playing at different speeds. If your music 

does not match any of the BPMs provided you will have to make 

your own beat track with an equivalent tempo marker.  

The reason these events are created separately is for reuse 

purposes – no need to create a new beat track for every song with 

the same BPM. 

Low Health Beat Events

Similar to the beat events, the LowHealth events are located in the 

root of the Fmod Studio structure. The LowHealth events replace the 

beat track events when the game is playing when the player, wait for 

it, reaches low health. You could have completely different sounds 

playing when the player has low health, it´s completely up to you. 

Beat Tracks
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